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West Liberty Community School District 
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Chamber of Commerce 
West Liberty Foods 
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Community Foundation 
of Greater Muscatine 

Charla Schafer 
Executive Director



Muscatine County 
Santos Saucedo 

County Supervisor



West Liberty Community School District 
Shaun Kruger 
Superintendent



Renovated 
Elementary Wing

New ELC 
Addition

Office Area



North

South

Athletic 
Building

Gravel 
Parking

West Liberty CSD Athletic 
Complex 

Current Expected 
Completion:  Fall 2023

We Greatly Appreciate Our 
Community Support!!



Katherine McCullough 
Mayor

City of West Liberty
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Inclusive growth is both process and outcome: it is about aligning how growth is achieved

(or how people are provided access to opportunities) with the ultimate outcome of broad,

shared prosperity—that is, decent living standards that increase with economic growth.

Practitioners engaged in this work say they seek to achieve outcomes that benefit all

segments of society while also supporting those on the margins and reducing relative

inequality.

Inclusive Growoth



too few family-sustaining jobs in too few regions;

 racial inequality that undermines economic potential and social justice; 

insufficient capacity in local public, private, and civic institutions for addressing an array of economic and

social challenges.  

COVID-19 compounded well-known pre-existing economic, social, and institutional challenges: 

Every city has many organizations working to create better jobs, educate workers, improve neighborhoods,

and make overall economic growth more inclusive for their residents, businesses, and communities. Yet, these

efforts—by business and economic development organizations, regional and community nonprofits, higher

education institutions, workforce groups, philanthropies, and other government and civic entities—often

operate in isolation, with insufficient resources. As a result, they struggle to address significant challenges to

inclusive growth in their communities, with tremendous downstream consequences for economic and health

inequities. 

The challenge: Local communities
have struggled to marshal the
capacity to advance inclusive
growth, but are increasingly
adopting approaches that work
across system pillars 

1.



Local leaders are increasingly aware of the inclusive growth imperative.

Their problem is not one of knowledge or motivation, but rather in

marshaling the capacity—fiscal, political, and institutional—to act at a scale

commensurate with the problems that they face. 

Just as Progressive Era reforms, New Deal stimulus, and Great Society

programs helped prior generations of local leaders enact institutional and

systemic change, recent federal investments present local communities

with an unparalleled chance to not only recover from these crises, but

invest in the local governing capacity to yield longer-term inclusive growth. 

2. The opportunity: Local leaders can
invest in institutional capacity to
‘rewire’ economic systems and
generate inclusive growth 





This Process is called “systems rewiring” because it creates new

connections (i.e., wires) between organizations—and between

organizations and the communities they support—in service of

inclusive growth. By changing whom regional economic systems

work for, systems rewiring acts in service of targeted goals and

strategies that benefit excluded populations. By changing how

economic systems work, systems rewiring builds capacity within

and across inclusive growth pillars to enable greater scale and

impact.  

3. The path: A ‘systems rewiring’
framework can guide local leaders to
better understand, intervene in, and
measure regional economic systems 



Understanding systems to spotlight inclusive growth challenges, establish goals,

and identify institutional networks required to meet those goals. 

Intervening in systems by evolving, aligning, and inventing institutions that

govern economic systems, both within system pillars and across them. 

Measuring systems through new indicator frameworks that holistically track

inclusive growth inputs, outputs, and outcomes. 

Rewiring regional economic systems entails:  





Chamber of Commerce 

Charles Brooke 
Chief Operating Officer 



Tara Lindsay 
Chief Talent & Culture Officer

Joe Swanson 
West Liberty Complex Manager



WeLead 2021 Financials



Program Income
$6,600.00

Memberships
$9,900.00

PPP Loan
$22,500.00

Investments
$238.00

Facilities Rental
$35,000.00

Muscatine County
$10,000.00

City of West Liberty
$54,000.00

2021 Income 
$138,238 



Contract Services
$700.00

Programs & Operations
$66,000.00

Insurance
$5,000.00

Facilities
$38,000.00

Taxes
$11,000.00 2021 Expenses 

$120,700 
Amount left on 2019 

Muscatine County  
Facility Loan: 

$45,000 



Santos Saucedo, President



2021



2021

$200,000+ in Grant Funding for West Liberty Area Businesses
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Grant Requests Submitted 

$400,000+



Grant Dollars Awarded

$261,400





2022 City of West Liberty Urban Renewal Grants
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2022 City of West Liberty Urban Renewal Grants























State of the Art Facility in West Liberty

$178 Million



200 New Jobs



For Redevelopment in the Heart of West Liberty

23 Acres





Destination Iowa is a $100 million investment to bolster the quality of life in Iowa’s 
communities and attract visitors and new residents to the state. The new effort will 
provide grants to help communities move forward on transformational, shovel-ready 
attractions. Cities, counties, nonprofits and other organizations can apply for 
Destination Iowa grants from four separate funds: Economically Significant 
Development, Outdoor Recreation, Tourism Attraction and Creative Placemaking.













Next West Liberty Business Association Meeting: August 12, 2022 - Noon

Fit for Life Informational Meeting 
Active Health Chiropractic and Wellness 

Monday, May 23rd, 2022 6:00PM 
Join us at Active Health for a free, no obligation informational meeting to see if one  

of your 7 Systems may be sabotaging your weight loss goals. 

Struggling to lose weight and keep it off? 
Are you always feeling tired? 

Are any of these chronic conditions keeping you from living life to the fullest? 
-Diabetes 

-High Blood Pressure 
-Heartburn/Reflux 

-Autoimmune Disease 
-Arthritis 

Come see how Active Health + Fuerza Functional Fitness can  
assist you with reaching your health & weight loss goals! See less 


